Proximity Switches

See General Information for Proximity Switches

ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GMBH
EPPELHEIMER STR 82
69123 HEIDELBERG, GERMANY

End sensors, Models SC, SI, SM, SO, SU, followed by a number/letter combination*. Model SI, followed by a number/letter combination*, ending with an M.

Proximity switch systems, Models WSIX, WPU, WDI, WDIO, WIOP or WSP, followed by 100, may be followed additional suffixes; Model WIOP208-8DC.

Proximity switches, Models WSINxxx, WSIFxxx.

Ring sensor, Model SI--R, followed by a number/letter combination*.

Slot sensor, Model SI--S, followed by a number/letter combination*.

* Dashes (-) may be included.

-- Are place holders that may be a number or letter.
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